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Address Supercut, Inc. 
200 E. Fullerton Avenue 
Carol Stream, IL-60188

Country USA

State Illinois

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SUPERCUT offers a complete portfolio of products used in the pre-processing of automotive glass. These include manufactured and
resale items.

SUPERCUT Manufactured Product range include:

Diamond Wheels: Diamond impregnated wheels for pencil edging or seaming of automotive glass. 
Diamond Core Drills and Seamers: Diamond impregnated core drills, seamers, and core drill seamer combos for drilling holes in auto
glass sidelites and backlites. 
Re-profiling Service: Re-profiling of diamond wheels using Electro-Discharge Machining (EDM) process.

SUPERCUT has partnered with technology leaders for products used in the pre-processing of automotive glass. Products from these
collaborations are developed specifically for the auto glass market after extensive and continuous laboratory and in-the-field testing
programs.

The Resale Product range include:

Coolant: Glass grinding fluid for use with diamond wheels and drills. 
Dressing Sticks: Aluminum oxide dressing sticks for dressing diamond wheels and drills 
Diamond Belts: Flexible super abrasive belts for edge seaming of auto glass windshields 
PVB Belts: Abrasive belts for removal of PVB burrs in auto glass windshields 
Silicon Carbide Belts: Abrasive belts for edge seaming of auto glass windshields 
Cutting Wheels: Tunsgten carbide cutting wheels for scouring auto glass 
Silicon Carbide Wheels: Abrasive wheels for re-profiling of diamond wheels 
Diamond Hand Pads and Files: Diamond plated pads and files for removing edge defects off auto glass
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